
Every Day Chair
Making Every Day a Little Less Everyday



Simple is versatile. 

Designed by Landscape Forms, the Every Day Chair is simple, stylish 

and easy to get along with. It’s honest and straightforward in its 

materials and construction—a balance of refinement and utilitarianism 

that makes it at home in a wide variety of outdoor environments. The 

chairs are available with or without arms, are easily stackable, and are 

readily configurable, making for a minimalist yet sophisticated solution 

for outdoor dining, gathering and multi-purpose event spaces. Its 

focus on adaptability in design makes the Every Day Chair the go-to 

solution for settings whose layout and purpose may change on a 

season-to-season or even day-to-day basis. 







Simple is fun. 

In spirit, the Every Day Chair is a relative of the vintage camp and 

sling outdoor chairs whose no-fuss designs have become symbols of 

good times spent outside. Every Day Chair brings this philosophy into 

the modern era, combining precisely bent wire and steel strapping to 

create a chair that’s breezy, visually lighter, and more welcoming in its 

gentle curves and softened edges. Sit back, settle in, and experience a 

new icon of outdoor enjoyment. 







Simple is durable. 

But don’t let its casual, carefree attitude fool you—the Every Day Chair 

is built to last. Formed and welded all-metal construction means the 

chair can confidently withstand stacking and repeated reconfiguration. 

A sled base bolsters structural integrity and offers more stability on 

a variety of surfaces including grass and gravel. And our proprietary 

Pangard II® powdercoat makes for enduring, vibrant color that resists 

chipping, peeling, and fading outside in the elements.









Materials

Fog

Sage Blue Ash Dusk

Matte BlackObsidian Terra Nutmeg Onyx

Loll Leaf Green ForestMoss Loll Navy Blue

Clay MangoLemon Loll Sunset Orange Chili Loll Apple Red

Silver Metallic Gloss Black

Gloss White

Steel MetallicMercury Metallic Bronze Metallic Titanium Metallic

Vivid Series - Powdercoated Metal* (Fine Texture)

Neutral Series - Powdercoated Metal*

Architectural Series - Powdercoated Metal* (Fine Texture) 
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